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Doc.It Launches New Doc.It Go Mobile
App
Doc.It Suite product development is heavily in�uenced by Doc.It’s user-base. “Our
goal is to give Doc.It Suite users every opportunity to gain a productivity advantage
as they handle some of the most common tasks,” said Kevin Murray, COO of Doc.It.
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Document management, work�ow and document storage provider Doc.It has
launched its new Doc.It Go, the mobile app engineered to work in conjunction with
Doc.It Suite.

Doc.It Suite product development is heavily in�uenced by Doc.It’s user-base.  “Our
goal is to give Doc.It Suite users every opportunity to gain a productivity advantage
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as they handle some of the most common tasks,” said Kevin Murray, COO of Doc.It.
Doc.It Go puts the power of Doc.It Suite at your �ngertips allowing work�ow to
continue while working anywhere at any time using any mobile device.

Handle some of the most common tasks using Doc.It Go app:

Instant access to all information stored in Doc.It.
Track documents.
Know the status of work�ows.
Collaboration on multiple devices.
Pass work to a teammate.
Advance the work�ow.
Take and upload pictures into the system.
Post and retrieve documents from web portal.
Send documents via email.
Multiple team members can work on different documents as a part of the same
project at the same time.

Doc.It Go mobile app is available here:

Google Play   https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.docit.go
AppStore   https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/doc-it-go/id1242954072?ls=1&mt=8

 

How do you get access to Doc.It Go mobile app?

Contact your system adminstrator to inquire about the Doc.It Go mobile app.

 

What does Doc.It Go mobile app look like when open?
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